
Coat stands



Single coat stands - product overview
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Delicate stability

rosconi coat stands combine a delicate appearance 
with particularly stable construction in timeless design. 
They are available in many different cross bar, hook and 
vertical tube variations made of light metal, stainless 
steel or powder-coated steel, optionally with or without 
clothes hangers or umbrella holder with drip tray. The 
coat racks exhibit very few usage marks, even after 

long-term use. With their large diameter, the heavy steel 
bases ensure great stability and a particularly high 
tilt angle, the large wall thickness of the vertical tubes 
offers additional resilience. Especially flat round bases 
reduce the risk of tripping. All this is possible with our 
longstanding experience, optimised design and perfect 
metal processing. 

Product overview - coat stands
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Facts & functions

With a large diameter, the galvanised steel base with 
a steel cover ensures great stability and a particularly 
high tilt angle

The fixed screw fitting of the steel round base with the 
pedestal offers additional stability for the coat stand

Particularly flat round base reduces the risk of tripping

The high wall thickness of the vertical tube provides 
additional stability

Steel cover of the base, vertical tube in steel and clo-
thes hanger cross bars can be powder coated in colour 
to match the room design on request

The coat stand is fitted with a special clothes hanger 
cross bar for clothes hangers. Notches in the cross bar 
prevent the clothes hangers from sliding and ensure 
that they are self-aligning

Umbrella fitting with drip tray prevents wet floors and 
risk of slipping

Details

3946 K

3946 K without umbrella 
fitting

3947 K

3947 K includes umbrella 
fitting

Camino - coat stand 3946 K | 3947 K
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Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with open hook,
self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with hook almost 
closed, self-aligning

Camino 

The Camino coat stand, comprising 3946 K and 3947 
K, features a round pedestal made of steel and a parti-
cularly stable, round, powder-coated steel base which 
can be colour powder-coated as required. Steel axes 
with notches offer the option to hang clothes hangers 
which are self-aligning on the coat stand and can 
therefore not slide or rotate. The coat stand 3947 K is 
also equipped with an umbrella holder.

Accessories: recommended clothes hangers

59KLB015_T59KLB011 - stainless steel 59KLB012 - stainless steel

Steel clothes hanger, fini-
shed in coloured powder 
coating in RAL standard 
colours, self-aligning

Technical data 

Order number Height ø Pedestal ø base plate Umbrella fitting Spaces

3946 K 1703 mm 25 mm 350 mm No 8

3947 K 1703 mm 25 mm 350 mm Yes 8
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Facts & functions

The quadratic steel base ensures great stability and a 
particularly high tilt angle of the coat stands

The fixed screw fitting of the steel round base with the 
pedestal offers additional stability

High wall thickness of the profiles provides additional 
stability for the coat stand

Especially flat round base reduce risk of tripping and 
can also be colour powder-coated on request

Practical coat stand for clothes hangers can be installed 
in many locations or used wherever wall mounting is not 
possible

Notches in the cross bar prevent the clothes hangers 
from sliding and ensure that they are self-aligning

Coat stand 3362 is fitted with a particularly hard-wea-
ring clothes hanger cross bar made of stainless steel for 
8 clothes hangers

Details

3360 | 3361 with 4 notches

3361 includes umbrella 
holder

3362 with 8 notches

3362 includes umbrella 
holder

Tenero coat stands 3360 | 3361 | 3362
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Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with open hook,
self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with hook almost 
closed, self-aligning

Tenero

The Tenero coat stands 3360 | 3361 | 3362 are made 
of silver matt anodised light metal and additionally 
fitted with a powder-coated steel base for high stabi-
lity. Notches in the axes offer the option to hang clo-
thes hangers which are self-aligning on the stand and 
therefore do not slide or rotate. In contrast to the coat 
stand 3360, the coat stands 3361, 3362 also feature 
an umbrella holder with drip tray. Several coat stands 
of model 3362 placed next to each other create a fine 
free-standing cloakroom facility, especially set against 
premium-quality wall coverings on which wall mounting 
is not possible.

Accessories: recommended clothes hangers

59KLB011 - stainless steel 59KLB012 - stainless steel

Light metal clothes hanger 
round

Light metal clothes hanger 
flat

33KLB002 - light metal 33KLB001 - light metal

Technical data 

Order number Height ø Pedestal Base Umbrella fitting Spaces

3360 1714 mm 80 x 24 mm 350 x 350 mm No 4

3361 1714 mm 80 x 24 mm 350 x 350 mm Yes | 80 x 120 mm 4

3362 1714 mm 80 x 24 mm 450 x 350 mm ja | 80 x 120 mm 8
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Facts & functions

With a large diameter, the galvanised steel base with a 
stainless steel or steel cover ensures great stability and 
a particularly high tilt angle

The fixed screw fitting of the steel round base with the 
pedestal offers additional stability

Particularly flat round base reduces the risk of tripping

The high wall thickness of the vertical tube provides 
additional stability

Hat and coat hook with protective sphere prevent dama-
ge to clothes and injuries

Scratch-resistant, stable stainless steel axes offer op-
tions for hanging clothes hangers

Extreme variability in a standardised product design

Brushed stainless steel in the same grinding pattern as 
all rosconi stainless steel products

Overview of the range

3930 E stainless steel 42 mm 
pillar

3920 K steel 42 mm pillar

Torre - coat stands 39xx E | 39xx K
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Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with open hook,
self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with hook almost 
closed, self-aligning

Torre

The stable Torre coat stand includes the 39XXE and 
39XXK ranges. These are particularly stable coat stands 
in timeless design. The coat stands are available in 16 
different hat and coat hook and vertical tube versions 
made of stainless steel or powder-coated steel with 
stainless steel axes for up to 16 coats or clothes han-
gers. Each coat stand is optionally available with or wi-
thout umbrella holder with drip tray, which prevents wet 
floors and the risk of slipping. In the K range, the base 
and vertical tube cover are made of powder-coated 
precision steel. The cover of the base and vertical tube 
in the E range are made of stainless steel. They exhibit 
very few usage marks, even after long-term use. 

Accessories: recommended clothes hangers

59KLB015_T

59KLB011 - stainless steel 59KLB012 - stainless steel

Steel clothes hanger, fini-
shed in coloured powder 
coating in RAL standard 
colours, self-aligning

3943 E stainless steel 25 mm 
pillar

3940 K steel 25 mm pillar
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Torre - coat stands 39XX E | 39XX K

Variants

3910 K steel 42 mm pillar

3930 K steel 42 mm pillar

3940 K steel 25 mm pillar

3943 K steel 25 mm pillar

3910 E stainless steel 42 mm 
pillar

3930 E stainless steel 42 mm 
pillar

3940 E stainless steel 25 mm 
pillar

3943 E stainless steel 25 mm 
pillar

3920 K steel 42 mm pillar

3933 K steel 42 mm pillar

3942 K steel 25 mm pillar

3945 K steel 25 mm pillar

3920 E stainless steel 42 mm 
pillar

3933 E stainless steel 42 mm 
pillar

3942 E stainless steel 25 mm 
pillar

3945 E stainless steel 25 mm 
pillar
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Technical data 

Order number Height ø Pedestal ø base plate Umbrella fitting Spaces

3910 E | 3910 K 1803 mm 42 mm 433 mm Yes 12

3910 E | 3910 K 1803 mm 42 mm 433 mm No 12

3920 E | 3920 K 1803 mm 42 mm 433 mm Yes 16

3920 E | 3920 K 1803 mm 42 mm 433 mm No 16

3930 E | 3930 K 1703 mm 42 mm 433 mm Yes 8

3930 E | 3930 K 1703 mm 42 mm 433 mm No 8

3933 E | 3933 K 1703 mm 42 mm 433 mm Yes 12

3933 E | 3933 K 1703 mm 42 mm 433 mm No 12

Technical data 

Order number Height ø Pedestal ø base plate Umbrella fitting Spaces

3940 E | 3940 K 1803 mm 25 mm 350 mm Yes 6

3940 E | 3940 K 1803 mm 25 mm 350 mm No 6

3942 E | 3942 K 1803 mm 25 mm 350 mm Yes 8

3942  E | 3942 K 1803 mm 25 mm 350 mm No 8

3943 E | 3943 K 1703 mm 25 mm 350 mm Yes 12

3943 E | 3943 K 1703 mm 25 mm 350 mm No 12

3945 E | 3945 K 1706 mm 25 mm 350 mm Yes 2

3945 E | 3945 K 1706 mm 25 mm 350 mm No 2
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Facts & functions

With a large diameter, the galvanised steel base with 
a steel cover ensures great stability and a particularly 
high tilt angle

The fixed screw fitting of the steel round base with the 
pedestal offers additional stability for the coat stand

The particularly flat round base reduces the risk of 
tripping

The high wall thickness of the vertical tube provides 
additional stability

Coat stand which can alternatively be used where a 
wall-mounted coat rack is not possible

The steel cover of the base and the vertical tube in steel 
can be powder coated in colour to match the room 
design on request

The scratch-resistant, stable stainless steel axes offer 
diverse options for directly hanging clothes or clothes 
hangers

Optional additional stainless steel umbrella fitting with 
drip tray prevents wet floors and risk of slipping

Details

3953 with oval pedestal

3953 with umbrella holder A

3951 with round pedestal

3951 with umbrella holder B

Asta - coat stands 3950 | 3951 | 3953
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Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with open hook,
self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with hook almost 
closed, self-aligning

Asta

The Asta range includes the coat stand 3950 | 
3951 | 3953. The coat stand 3950 is a coat stand with 
an oval pedestal made of steel and a particularly stable 
round and powder-coated steel base (shown in image 
left, far right). The coat stands 3951 | 3953 are fitted 
with 2 oval or 2 round pedestals and oval steel bases. 
A clothes hanger cross bar is attached below the oval 
hat rack of the coat stand in MDF. The steel base and 
pedestals can be colour powder-coated to customer 
specifications. Hard-wearing stainless steel axes offer 
the option to hang clothes hangers. The coat stands are 
optionally available with or without a stainless steel um-
brella holder. The coat stands 3951 | 3953 can particu-
larly be used wherever the installation of a wall-mounted 
coat rack is not possible.

Accessories: recommended clothes hangers

59KLB015_T59KLB011 - stainless steel 59KLB012 - stainless steel

Steel clothes hanger, fini-
shed in coloured powder 
coating in RAL standard 
colours, self-aligning

Light metal clothes hanger 
round

33KLB002 - light metal

Technical data 

Order number Height ø Pedestal ø base plate Umbrella fitting Spaces

  3950 1700 mm oval 70 x 30 mm 350 mm Yes 4

  3950 1700 mm oval 70 x 30 mm 350 mm No 4

  3951 1750 mm 42  mm oval 420 x 570 mm Yes 5

  3951 1750 mm 42  mm oval 420 x 570 mm No 5

  3953 1750 mm oval 70 x 30 mm oval 420 x 570 mm Yes 5

  3953 1750 mm oval 70 x 30 mm oval 420 x 570 mm No 5
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Facts & functions

The tripod with connecting elements made of glass-fibre 
reinforced plastic PA 6 ensures stability and a particu-
larly high tilt angle

Hat rack made of scratch-resistant and shock-proof 
Resopal solid core panel 15 mm, with stainless steel 
hanger and cylindrical hook on the top, for hanging up 
clothing items

The large wall thickness and diameter of the stainless 
steel vertical tube (50 mm) and the bases (30 mm) 
offers additional stability

The scratch-resistant, stable stainless steel axes offer 
diverse options for hanging clothes hangers

Optional umbrella fitting with drip tray prevents wet 
floors and risk of slipping

Additional hooks offer space to hang bags

Brushed stainless steel in the same grinding pattern as 
all rosconi stainless steel products

Mollinaro coat stand

Details

Hanging space

Umbrella holder

Connecting element

Stable tripod

59KLB030 - stainless steel
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Mollinaro coat stand

The Mollinaro coat stand is a diverse stand with a wide 
range of hanging options. Jackets, clothes hangers and 
umbrellas will find their home on one coat stand. The 
exceptional style can be discerned in every detail of the 
coat stand. A premium-quality storage surface made 
of Resopal solid core panel forms the upper surface of 
the coat stand. Attached to it are stainless steel hangers 
and cylindrical hooks for hanging up clothing items. The 
connecting element between the stainless steel pedes-
tal and the stainless steel tripod is made of a glass-fibre 
reinforced plastic element which additionally contributes 
to the great stability of the Mollinaro coat stand. This 
coat stand is part of the Mollinaro product line from 
Molldesign.

Mollinaro valet Mollinaro folding bistro table Mollinaro folding side table

Mollinaro range: supplementary products
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Resopal collection:

Dove grey D92-60

Designer white D354-60

Rain 135-60

White sand
D403-60 



Facts & functions

The tripod with connecting elements made of glass-fibre 
reinforced plastic PA 6 ensures stability and a particu-
larly high tilt angle

The large wall thickness and diameter of the stainless 
steel vertical tube (50 mm) and the bases (30 mm) 
offers additional stability

Storage surface made of scratch-resistant and shock-
proof Resopal solid core panel for storing clothing 
items, keys, wallets and sinking for hanging ties and 
scarves ensures that everything is kept in one place

Hanger prevents jackets from crumpling

Brushed stainless steel in the same grinding pattern as 
all rosconi stainless steel products

Additional hooks offer space to hang bags

Mollinaro valet

Details

Storage | hanging space

Stable tripod

Bag hook

Connecting element
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Mollinaro valet

The Mollinaro valet is a diverse single coat stand made 
of brushed stainless steel with a wide range of storage 
surfaces and hanging options. Depending on the versi-
on, jackets, ties and scarves will find a home on just one 
coat stand. With the storage surface made of scratch-
resistant and shock-proof Resopal solid core panel, 
further clothing items, keys, wallets and handbags 
will also be easy to find. The exceptional style can be 
discerned in every detail of the stand. The connecting 
element between the stainless steel pedestal and the 
stainless steel tripod is made of glass-fibre reinforced 
plastic, thus contributing to the great stability of the 
valet. This valet is part of the Mollinaro product line from 
Molldesign.

Mollinaro coat stand Mollinaro folding bistro table Mollinaro folding side table

Mollinaro range: supplementary products
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Resopal collection

Dove grey D92-60

Designer white D354-60

Rain 135-60

White sand
D403-60 



Supplementary products - overview

Single hook 33 WDK 001 Single knob hook 29320

Coat hook 29130 B Double coat hook 29134 B

Double coat hook 29134 F Double screw hooks 29420

Light metal, for invisible 
wall mounting,  80 x 110 
mm

Stainless steel, for invisible 
wall mounting
Ø 20 mm

Stainless steel, with pro-
tective sphere, for invisible 
wall mounting, ø 70 mm, 
also as F

Stainless steel, with pro-
tective sphere, for invisible 
wall mounting, ø 70 mm

Stainless steel, with pro-
tective sphere, for invisible 
wall mounting, ø 70 mm

Stainless steel, with ceiling 
plate, for visible ceiling 
mounting, ø 80 mm

       F = hook pointing 
 to front

       B = hook pointing 
 to back

Double hook 33 WDK 002 Single knob hook 29310

Hat and coat hook 29131 B Hat and coat double hook 29133 B

Hat and coat double hook 29133 F

Light metal, for invisible 
wall mounting,  80 x 160 
mm

Stainless steel, for visible 
wall mounting
ø 55 mm

Stainless steel, with protec-
tive sphere, for invisible wall 
mounting, ø 70 mm, also 
as F

Stainless steel, with pro-
tective sphere, for invisible 
wall mounting, ø 70 mm

Stainless steel, with pro-
tective sphere, for invisible 
wall mounting, ø 70 mm
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59KBT001 clothes hanger  
cross bar

Stainless steel, maximum 
length 1.5 m, 2 wall bea-
rings required, ø 25 mm

59WAL001 wall bearing

Stainless steel, with 
covering for invisible wall 
mounting, ø 70 mm

Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with open hook,
self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hanger with hook almost 
closed, self-aligning

59KLB015_T 59KLB030 59KLB031

59KLB011 - stainless steel 59KLB012 - stainless steel

Steel clothes hanger, fini-
shed in coloured powder 
coating in RAL standard 
colours, self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hangers with flat contact 
surface for Mollinaro coat 
rack, self-aligning

Stainless steel clothes 
hangers with flat contact 
surface for Mollinaro coat 
rack, self-aligning, finished 
in coloured powder coa-
ting

Light metal clothes hanger 
round

Light metal clothes hanger 
flat

33KLB002 - light metal 33KLB001 - light metal

Clothes hangers overview
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We make public areas perfect.

rosconi GmbH | Kippenheimer Strasse 6 | 77971 Kippenheim | Germany | T +49 (0)7825.901-400 | F +49 (0)7825.901-201 | info@rosconi.com | www.rosconi.com  
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Design | concept: atelier schneeweiss GmbH

Further rosconi product areas

Ashtrays

Smoking areas

Changing room facilities

Commercial furniture

Wall-mounted coat racks and coat rails

Receptacles

Signage and information systemsPartition systems




